
Faxitron™ Path system features:

Work efficiently with more 
imaging area.
Introducing the Faxitron™ Path specimen radiography 
system from Hologic. 

With a large field of view and high resolution detector the 
Faxitron™ Path system is designed to help you deliver  
greater efficiency and exceptional patient care in the 
Pathology lab.

High-Resolution Imaging 
The Faxitron™ Path system has a 
magnification shelf with field of 
view guides and automatic position 
detection that provides up to 6X 
geometric magnification, which can 
locate the smallest calcifications in 
tissue samples to ensure accurate 
diagnoses. 

Wide Energy Range 
The system can image both thin 
slices and large specimens, and 
proprietary algorithms enable 
optimal image exposure and clarity 
with Automatic Exposure Control 
(AEC). 

Improved Efficiency  
Routine access to high-resolution 
imaging with the Faxitron™ Path 
system results in faster final report 
generation. The software also 
has the ability to send multiple 
annotated images to PACS at the 
touch of a button. 

Optimal Imaging Quality  
The Faxitron™ Path system allows 
the user to optimally image 
anything from breast tissue 
slices and intact mastectomies 
to bone and fetal remains. The 
system’s large detector has a 
high resolution for its size and 
accommodates a broad range of 
samples.

Convenient Interface 
The continuous surface keyboard 
allows for ease of use and the system 
has the ability to save images in a 
variety of file formats.

Easy to Use 
No additional training or specialized 
x-ray requirements are needed to 
operate the Faxitron™ Path system, 
and the system plugs into any 
standard A/C outlet.

Optimized Design 
The Faxitron™ Path system allows 
for optimal placement at the point-
of-care. Its stainless steel chamber 
was designed with no right angles to 
allow for easy cleaning. 

Faxitron™ Path specimen  
radiography system



The Faxitron™ Path system fits right into Hologic’s full range of specimen radiography solutions. Hologic has 
a complete set of specimen imaging products for Radiology, Surgery and Pathology to help you improve 
efficiency, optimize the patient experience and deliver the best outcomes possible. Talk to your representative 
about the solutions that best suit your needs, ensuring your patients have the best possible care when they 
need it most.
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Be sure to talk with your Hologic representative about  
which specimen radiography solution is right for your patients.

A comprehensive  
family of solutions 

Faxitron™ Core specimen radiography system Trident® HD specimen radiography system Faxitron™ Path+ specimen radiography system

Faxitron™ Core system also known as CoreVision® System.
Faxitron™ Path system also known as PathVision™ System.
Faxitron™ Path+ system also known as PathVision™ XL System.


